Abolish the Senate
Give Us the Referendum

By Victor L. Berger.

If it is a state of the campaign to have a number of the United States Senators, a successor to John C. Spooner, resigned, or elected in a way that would give the state of the United States Senate — the American House of Lords, if you please — the attention it is supposed to get, it is a subject that is variously called. We have something to say at this time about the candidates. I will only mention the one candidate — the man who significantly enough is the great exception — Mr. Robert M. LaFollette. Mr. Isaac M. Stephenson, a millionaire, and the editor of one of the chief organs of Wisconsin politics, the latter very properly could be a position in that august body. I might add that Mr. LaFollette has the reputation of a very clean, fair, and independent-minded man. He has quit his place in the Republican party and put one of his allies in the Senate of the United States. This is not the place for a lengthened discussion of this subject, but it is a subject that is very worth considering. Before we get to the place of the state of the United States Senate, we must get to the place of the state of the Civil Government. This is not the place for a lengthened discussion of this subject, but it is a subject that is very worth considering. Before we get to the place of the state of the United States Senate, we must get to the place of the state of the Civil Government. This is not the place for a lengthened discussion of this subject, but it is a subject that is very worth considering.
Tenents of Social-Democracy.

The Principles of International Cooperation as set forth in the National Platform of the Social-Democratic Party of the U.S.A.

We, the Social-Democratic Party, in common with the American people as a whole, consider that the most urgent and pressing issues with which our country has to deal are the production of wealth, the division of the product, and the distribution of the wealth produced. We believe that in order to secure a just and equitable distribution of wealth, it is necessary to have a system of international cooperation.
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A Socialist Victory at Madison.

Dealing with the labor problem, one of the most important issues of the day, the Socialist party is making a strong bid for the support of the working class. The party is currently involved in a dispute over the issue of free speech, which has led to a series of arrests and legal challenges. The Socialist party is determined to protect the rights of all workers and to ensure that their voices are heard.

GLEANINGS FROM BUSY FIELD.

In TANDEM LAND.

Across the Pond.

Social-Democratic Heritage—Continued from First Page

The Socialist party is committed to the principles of freedom of speech and the right to organize. They believe that these rights are essential for the development of a just and equitable society. The party is also fighting for the rights of immigrants and refugees, who are often marginalized and oppressed by the current political climate.

Social-Democratic Heritage—Business Dept.

Address all communications to: Editor, The Social-Democratic Heritage, 246 Sixth St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Telephone: 448.5626

The Social-Democratic Heritage is published weekly by the Social-Democratic Publishing Co., 246 Sixth St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Entered as second-class matter at the post office at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Price: 10 cents per copy, 80 cents per year. 1 year, $1.00. Subscription price, $1.00 per year.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

Monthly, 80 cents per year.

Social-Democratic Publishing Co., 246 Sixth St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Social-Democratic Heritage—Speeches.

A Socialist victory at Madison.

The Social-Democratic party is determined to protect the rights of all workers and to ensure that their voices are heard. The party is also fighting for the rights of immigrants and refugees, who are often marginalized and oppressed by the current political climate.
ORGANIZED LABOR

CANNON IS CANNED!

No Bleeding of the City Treasury Through Unbalanced Budget to Be Permitted.

Cannon has had his Waterloo on the financial front, appearing before the committee with a budget that is sure to bleed the city treasury. Cannon knows that the city treasurer has been instructed by the city budget committee to make the best of a bad situation.

It is understood that Cannon's budget is an underestimate among the city's financial officers, who demand of the present mayor that he show them the work of the city in its present financial condition. They claim that the budget is out of balance and that the mayor should be called to account for the city's financial affairs.

The members of the Interassociation of Taxpayers have declared that they will not agree to a budget that will bleed the city treasury. They threaten to force Cannon to make concessions in his budget.

Agricultural Union

The Agricultural Union, a new organization in the city, held its first meeting on Monday night.

The union was formed to protect the interests of farmers and to assist them in their problems. The first meeting was well attended, and the members of the union expressed a desire to have their organization continue.

The union will hold a meeting every Monday night, and all farmers are invited to attend.

DIRECTIONS OF UNIONS

The following is a list of the directions of the various unions in the city:

1. Agricultural Union
   - Meeting place: City Hall
   - President: John Doe
2. Grange Union
   - Meeting place: Grange Hall
   - President: Jane Smith
3. Labor Union
   - Meeting place: Labor Hall
   - President: Michael Johnson

Local Labor News

The Local Labor News has made arrangements to ensure that all notices are distributed promptly.

The news is printed on high-grade paper, and the distribution is made by local labor parties.

The Local Labor News is printed weekly, and all notices are due by the 10th of each month.

Always Demand the Union Label!

The United Food Workers Union has made it a policy to demand the union label on all products.

The union label is a guarantee that the product is made by union labor.

Always demand the union label on all products, and you will be assured of the quality and fairness of the product.

The Unions Are Here to Stay!

The unions are here to stay, and the workers are fighting for their rights.

The workers have waged a long battle for the right to organize, and they will continue to fight until their rights are secured.

The workers demand the right to form unions and to be represented by their own officers.

The workers demand that the employers respect their rights and give them the recognition they deserve.

The workers demand that the government protect their rights and give them the justice they deserve.

The workers demand that the unions continue to fight for the workers' rights and give them the justice they deserve.
A State of Things at the Waupaca Veterans’ Home

Wausau, April 8—the long delayed investigation of the Waupaca Veterans’ Home—that is, the recent investigation—seems to be the subject of a great deal of interest. The investigation was conducted by a committee of the legislature, with the assistance of a police detective, and the findings of the investigation are now under the consideration of the legislature.

The management of the home is now in the hands of the state, and the state has taken over the responsibility of caring for the veterans. The home has been reorganized, and the present management is now working hard to improve the conditions at the home.

The veteran’s home is now under the care of a new committee, and the committee is working hard to improve the conditions at the home. The veteran’s home is now under the care of a new committee, and the committee is working hard to improve the conditions at the home.

Social Democratic Party News

WISCONSIN

If the German, Yander, the Prince and the Dunes do not hurry up and get their act together, we will have to make some changes. The Social Democratic Party is working hard to improve the conditions at the home.

The convention which was held in Milwaukee earlier this month was a great success. The delegates were enthusiastic and, it is hoped, will continue to work for the improvement of the conditions at the home.
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HERMAN’S ECONOMIC CENTER

You Would Find A Charge Account Here
A Convenience... "Apply Today"

Men’s & Boys’ Clothing

There is nothing lacking—every requirement necessary for good clothing is at our disposal. For clothes, for suits, for shoes, for ties, and many others. You can get no better values than these. Men’s all-wool Worsted Suit and Coats—Cotton Suit and Coats—Suits—shoes, ties, socks, handkerchiefs, collars, ties, and many others.

Herm’s Spring Suit—modern; modern; Pennsylvania Cloth, all the new shades. Herm’s Spring Suit—modern; modern; Pennsylvania Cloth, all the new shades.

Herm’s Flying Skirts—modern; modern; Pennsylvania Cloth, all the new shades. Herm’s Flying Skirts—modern; modern; Pennsylvania Cloth, all the new shades.

Herm’s Walking Skirts—modern; modern; Pennsylvania Cloth, all the new shades. Herm’s Walking Skirts—modern; modern; Pennsylvania Cloth, all the new shades.
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HERMAN’S CLOTHING CO.

224 West Water St. 

Complete Outfitters for Man, Woman and Child.

Millinery, Shoes and Mislin Underwear

Milwaukee Daily Journal

Mr. Bradley, if you want a good tailor, start, don’t let it fall to assembly or any other children in the near future, and be sure and invite the Social Democratic Party to your home. The Social Democratic Party is working hard to improve the conditions at the home.
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Bed Spring and Mattress Sale Continued
For One More Week, Giving Those Who Have Not and Wish To Take Ad-
 Advantage of the Extraordinary Low Prices an Opportunity to Do So.
A Sale Just at the Right Time and of Great Saving Power.

Sale on Carpets for One Week
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